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Futureproofing Your Career in the Age of the Intelligent EcoSystem
We have entered the age of the "Intelligent Ecosystem."
An era marked by the interconnection of heavily instrumented sensor networks
integrated across a mesh of digital-physical- and bionetworks, accessible via natural
user interfaces leveraging cognitive systems making real-time decisions at the
sensor level. Ecosystems that think and feel and react accessible through highly
personalized "humanized" digital assistants.
This is the world in which future cybersecurity and GRC professionals will need to
protect and defend and operate within, and it's coming faster than you think.
In the near future, many of the tasks and activities that we perform today will be
managed and handled by purpose-based digital assistants. We will work alongside
these systems as part of an "augmented" workforce.
Many of the skills we've learned today will not serve us in the world tomorrow.
And we are ill-prepared for the world ahead.
The purpose of this lecture is to explore future technology trends, the implications to
cybersecurity, audit, and compliance workforces and offer creative and no/low-cost
options for reskilling yourself and your teams for the world of tomorrow.
Let's future-proof your skills in the age of the 4th Industrial Revolution.
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Jenai Marinkovic, vCTO/CISO, Tirosec and
Melissa Elza, vCPO, Principal Partner, Honey Bee HR
Jenai is a multi disciplinary technologist and strategist with 20 years experience
architecting, building and securing systems to scale. She has designed and operated in
real time over the top streaming ecosystems that power live sports, gaming and
entertainment.
She's also worked in biomedical manufacturing and laboratory diagnostics, health care
tech and robotics in agriculture. Jenai's worked with artificial intelligence, its impact on
diversity and inclusion as well as improving human empathy towards machines.
She has expertise in designing the next generation of security experiences necessary to
support digital transformation. She has built and run design, architecture, innovation,
engineering, security and operations teams.
Melissa heads up her consulting firm Honey Bee HR where she serves as virtual CPO and
strategic HR consultant for her clients. She is an award winning human resources
professional with over 15 years of experience working in the advertising, digital,
entertainment, financial, media and technology sectors. She has experience building

and running people teams in scrappy start-ups just making their first HR hires to large
enterprise companies with established foundational people processes already in place.
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While at Beyond, Melissa partnered with Jenai in her role as CTO to begin transforming
the Employee Experience. Together they rolled out an AI Learning program based on
optimized adult learning methodology. Other initiatives included automating internal
processes around onboarding and training; and partnering with Creative tech around
bots!
https://issaoc.sharepoint.com/:v:/g/EamXL1WSIxxJovTo2uO5pnsBBL4kdgatUC16y4My7tnVA?e=vt2Fdt

